AT SARENS, WE HAVE THE NOBLE MISSION TO BE THE GLOBAL REFERENCE IN CRANE RENTAL SERVICES, HEAVY LIFTING, AND ENGINEERED TRANSPORT FOR OUR CLIENTS.
“IT ALWAYS SEEMS IMPOSSIBLE UNTIL IT’S DONE.”
– NELSON MANDELA, 1918-2013.
MESSAGE FROM CEO

It is with great pleasure that I present the first edition of the Sarens SHEQ Annual Report. This document provides an activity report of Sarens for the year 2018, as well as an overview of the Safety Health Environment and Quality (SHEQ) trends for the year 2019.

2018 was marked in most countries by a continuous decline in the number of lost time accidents. While Sarens is composed by many mature Business Units with relatively good levels of SHEQ performance, it is important to pay particularly close attention to the progress made in our emerging market BUs. I am, therefore, very satisfied with the evolution of our total Group SHEQ results: Our focus and investments in SHEQ have clearly paid off.

Our 5 unwavering values, dedication to safety, brilliant solutions, love for tradition, zeal for excellence, and global spirit, are embedded in everything we do at Sarens, and underscore the Sarens way of working.

In courageous SHEQ leadership, we take a look at how far we have come in establishing our culture of safety, health, environment, and quality today. I am glad to report that, by focusing on having our values underpin the way we think and work, I have seen a tremendous shift in our attitude. Our values drive our deep personal commitment to secure SHEQ leadership is taken seriously and has helped everyone to have the courage to speak up when it is needed.

In line with our focus on safe execution, we are also looking at how technology advances can improve our services. Our aim is, to establish through them accountability and, as a result, strengthen management responsibility.

On behalf of the Sarens Board members and Directors, I want to express my sincere appreciation to all our employees for their dedication and commitment to respecting our values every day and for their tremendous work over the past year.

WIM SARENS
CEO
INTRODUCTION

It takes excellent leadership to improve a safety, health, environment, and quality system.

All employees, encouraged by our management, have shown real involvement and worked very hard in 2018 to reduce accidents and incidents across the board.

The frequency rate (EU) decreased from 5.72 (2017) to 2.44 and also the severity rate went down from 0.14 (2017) to 0.11 in 2018.

It is our goal to reach Zero Harm by 2020. Despite our good results, we still have ways to go to continue improving.

Taking the management decision in 2017 to choose the path of purely proactive work has started to pay off. A good example is the implementation of digital reporting of unsafe situations and near misses by our crane operators and riggers (directly to their supervisors).

Our initiative to distribute a list of “10 Life Saving Rules” has been decisive in our steps towards improvement. More than ever before, our people are aware that there is only one way of working. Working in a safe and healthy way and taking care of the environment, can only lead to quality in our output. This manner of work, besides, is the bare minimum that is expected by our clients and stakeholders.

In our process, to include all our Business Units in one Group Certification, we are glad to announce that in 2018, Sarens in India, Mexico, Vietnam, and Poland successfully joined.

SharePoint, the Sarens’ internal web platform was introduced and is still updated daily with new information from different departments. Our main target here is to create a standardisation and uniformity within the Sarens world, facilitated by digital technology.

Regarding the environmental aspect of our efforts, we worked diligently with all our Business Units to reduce our residual waste. A great number of initiatives were taken to reduce electricity consumption. Stopping idle running of the engines of our equipment became a top priority to reduce petrol consumption and CO2 emissions.

Looking into 2019, we will finalise by the end of the year our project of one Group Certification for all our Business Units worldwide. A brand new safety manual, to be utilised as a practical guideline for our employees will be distributed. The goal through this manual is to respond once and for all to any doubts related to how one must work safely.

The further implementation of the digital reporting of unsafe situations and near misses will be the best way forward on our journey to no accidents and no incidents.

In 2019, our environmental project to reduce residual waste by better sorting and recycling will go on. A proactive way to use environmental friendly chemicals and products will be set up. Last, but certainly not least, our client satisfaction questionnaire, which is for us an important source of information of how we can improve our service, will propel us to the paperless era as we launch a digital survey programme.

In closing, I was recently asked by one of our colleagues whether I believe in a zero-harm reality. I answered by stating that nothing is impossible, always referring to our corporate motto “Nothing too heavy, nothing too high”. We have hard work ahead of us and we shall strive to excel in all ways possible for the environment, our employees, our clients, our equipment, and our company.

JORIS MAREELS
GROUP SHEQ DIRECTOR
OUR MISSION

to become the global leader in crane rental services and heavy lifting & special transport projects

WHAT IT MEANS TO SHEQ

Guiding the Organization and our People to excellence, for this:

• We ensure that all employees understand our SHEQ policy and that it is continuously updated and improved.
• We support our employees with the necessary tools and training so they develop a pro-active attitude towards Safety, Healthy, Environmental and Quality management.
• We created the Sarens’ 10 Life Saving Rules, to make it clear and help our people to go for zero accidents and incidents,

Goal is zero LTA by 2020!

Training Center
Sarens Atyrau
Kazakhstan
The SHEQ Policy aims to ensure alignment to the Sarens mission and values, where ‘Dedication to Safety’ means ensuring that harm is not inflicted upon its employees, contractors, service providers, or the environment, Sarens assets, as well as members of the public affected by its operations, infrastructure and all operational activities within the scope of heavy lifting, special transport, assembly, disassembly and maintenance in industry and infrastructure.

Sarens management and all employees are committed to well-being and protection of human life, environmental duty of care, protection of assets and customer satisfaction by applying our Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle and our Code of Conduct in all Sarens activities.

Sarens has integrated safety, health, environment and quality requirements into all activities; more specifically in the Sarens Project Management Procedure (SPM) and care for preventive maintenance so that decisions made ensure the consideration of economic development, environmental quality and social equity to continually improve performance and achieve stakeholder requirements.

Sarens commitment to Safety, Health, Environment and Quality management is achieved through:

2. achieving compliance with applicable legislation and other requirements to which Sarens subscribes and in the absence of these, setting internal standards to meet the intent of this policy.
3. addressing the needs and expectations of Sarens customers and stakeholders.
4. setting SHEQ objectives goals and measuring our performance (KPI’s) against these with the objective of continual improvement.
5. periodical risk-based medical surveillance for all Sarens employees, to monitor and manage occupational health risks inherently present in the nature of our business.
6. SHEQ training and safety based behaviour training for all employees.
7. ensuring that our suppliers and service suppliers meet and adhere to Sarens SHEQ requirements.
8. promoting open communication with all stakeholders and sharing of our SHEQ knowledge.
9. real accountability for all our managers and employees in performing and tracking our SHEQ goals and targets.
10. design, construction and operation of our services in a safe, secure, efficient and environmentally responsible manner.

Policy into practice:
In order to put this policy into practice and avoid incidents and accidents, the Sarens 10 Life Saving Rules (LSR) are developed and implemented. All employees are expected to perform their job in accordance with this company philosophy and follow all applicable procedures and instructions including the Stop & Consult Procedure as a final Last Minute Risk Assessment (LMRA) before commencement of work. Where necessary, the management will take measures by using our Consequence Management Procedure.

In addition to first using collective protection equipment, all employees have appropriate work wear and Personal Protection Equipment that meets the highest standards in accordance with local legislation.

The Management team shows clear responsibility and commitment to verify the effectiveness of our integrated SHEQ Management system by completing work place inspections on a regular basis.

The Sarens Management system is constantly improved by means of internal audits: local, cross and Group SHEQ, and external audits. A unique Sarens Year Action Plan for each Business Unit is followed up in the monthly management meetings and an annual management review so that any necessary remedial and prevention measures can promptly be taken to improve performance and efficiency.

This policy statement is available on www.sarens.com and published in all our offices worldwide. It will be regularly reviewed (at least every year) by the Sarens Group Management to ensure that it remains line with Sarens objectives and strategic priorities.

Wim Sarens
Chief Executive Officer
01/04/2018
STOP AND CONSULT PROCEDURE

LAST MINUTE RISK ANALYSIS

01 STOP YOUR ACTIVITIES
02 CONTACT YOUR SUPERVISOR
03 ANALYSE CIRCUMSTANCES AND RISKS
04 DECIDE ABOUT THE MEASURES TO BE TAKEN INTO CONSULTATION
05 TAKE APPROVED CORRECTIVE MEASURES
06 OBTAIN PERMISSION FROM YOUR SUPERVISOR TO RESUME YOUR ACTIVITIES
07 RESUME YOUR ACTIVITIES

STOP AND CONSULT

WORKSHOP SARENS ATYRAU KAZAKHSTAN
10 LIFE SAVING RULES

#10 LIFE SAVING RULES

TO MANAGEMENT AND HIERARCHICAL LINE:

As a member of the Sarens Hierarchical Line, I accept that I am responsible for the continual improvement, leadership, welfare, and safety of all employees within the corporate scope of services, products, and activities.

TO ALL EMPLOYEES:

As an employee of the Sarens organisation, I accept that I am responsible for my own safety and that of my work colleagues and must abide by the safe system of work and safe management systems as directed by my employer.

When working at height I must always follow the safe system of work in line with current legislation and Sarens regulations.

I must not tamper with or by-pass any Safety devices that are installed to ensure my safety or that of other operatives whilst equipment is in operation.

I must follow the manufacturer’s recommendations for the assembly and disassembly of all plant and equipment and must adhere to the permit to work at all times.

#1

I must be trained, certified, and authorised to operate plant, equipment, and machinery and must abide by the manufacturers rules.

#5

I must adhere at all times to current legislation and regulations regarding the structure and stability of all lifting equipment and special transport equipment.

#6

I must ensure that all work activities and operations that require additional control measures must be completed under a safe system of work and a Permit to Work authorized for use as specified.

#7

I understand and accept that Drugs and Alcohol are prohibited and not permitted in the workplace. Smoking is only allowed in designated smoking areas.

#8

I understand and accept that whilst I am driving vehicles, seat belts must be worn at all times and that it is prohibited to operate a mobile phone or any other device that may distract me as the driver.

#9

I understand that if, after my LMRA, the operations or work activities cannot be completed in a safe manner or if the circumstances have changed, a Stop and Consult procedure is required.

#10

TCO TENGIZ (3GP)
KAZAKHSTAN
FREQUENCY AND SEVERITY RATE (EU)

The frequency rate (Fr) is the number of labor accidents (work stopped more than one day) arisen during a period of 12 months by one million divided by the total working hours.

\[
\text{Frequency rate} = \frac{\text{number of work accidents with Lost work days}}{\text{total working hours}} \times 1 \text{ Mio}
\]

The EU Severity rate (Sr) is the total number of lost days (due to labor accidents) arisen during a period of 12 months by one thousand divided by the total working hours.

\[
\text{Severity rate} = \frac{\text{number of Lost work days (due to labor accidents)}}{\text{total working hours}} \times 1.000
\]
The BUs who reached already 0 figures for Fr and Sr have to keep their result. They showed already a high safety standard. The policy of Sarens is to reach by 2020 in all BUs the same safety standard.

The target for the Group in 2018 for Fr was set on 5.04, where we reached at the end of the year 2.44. The absolute number of accidents went down to 29 (69 - 2017) in 2018 or a reduction of 53%.

For the Sr the target was set on 0.13 in 2018, where we reached at the end 0.11. The total days lost went down to 1319 (1548 – 2017) with a decreasing of 14%. There was no fatality in 2018.

Absolute figures accidents - Sarens Group 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country Wise</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th># of Total Lost Work Day Cases</th>
<th># of Total Lost Work Days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>307</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarens Projects</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFS HQ</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samoco</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>287</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region Wise</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th># of Total Lost Work Day Cases</th>
<th># of Total Lost Work Days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Western Europe</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>536</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Europe</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>307</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Africa</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarens Projects</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFS HQ</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarens Nass (JV)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A strategic plan was made up in 2016 to bring our Lost Time Accidents (LTA) to “Zero” harm in 2020. Targets were set for the frequency and severity rates.

To make it realistic and smart for each Business Unit (BU), the decision was made to decrease the targets each year with 10% against the actual figures.
We believe that every day unsafe situations or near misses occur during the execution of our jobs. Employee observations can be extremely important in preventing accidents. Many times, an accident may result from a situation that employees are aware of but did not report.

At Sarens, if an employee notices an unsafe situation or if he/she was involved in a near miss, each employee is required to report the information immediately to their supervisor. Once the unsafe situation or near miss is reported, the supervisor must take the necessary corrective action(s).

As a proactive target in avoiding incidents and accidents, senior management decided that in each BU per 2500 WH/per month at least one unsafe situation or near miss needs to be reported. More important, local management has the responsibility to take it up and immediate corrective action is required.

For the Sarens Group in 2018, 3,839 unsafe situations or near misses were reported. These reports range from uneven ground or holes in the surface up to determined defects at equipment.

Award system for the “reporter of the month” at Sarens NV and Samoco
Each BU is working with a unique SHEQ year action plan, based on the input of observations, work place inspections, internal and external audits.

Every month the SHEQ year action plan is updated and followed up by each local management team.

The target is to complete at least 80% of the defined actions which were set up in the beginning of the year.
A great way to provide additional training and reinforce the importance of safety are **toolboxes**. According to Sarens’ Policy our toolbox is a formal safety moment, conducted at the job site prior to the commencement of a job or work shift. A toolbox focuses on safety aspects related to the specific job.

The toolbox is part of our organization’s overall safety program.

Safety meetings are an opportunity for management to communicate to employees how they can do their jobs safer and better. Safety meetings also allow employees an opportunity to relay safety and health concerns or workplace improvement ideas to their supervisors.

Beside the traditional job site toolboxes, each Business Unit has to organise every month a more global toolbox for all employees. The subject can be specifically safety but also occupational health, environment or quality related or a combination. Every employee needs to read and respond as these toolboxes are part of our SHEQ KPIs.
In addition to the project related and general toolboxes, Sarens created a specific toolbox for management. The intention is to create a high involvement of management in SHEQ.

Also these toolboxes are mandatory for all management members and are monitored.

**Toolbox 2018/1 : MANAGERS SAFETY LEADERSHIP**

**Clear Direction for better results**

Your performance as a manager has a direct impact on the performance of everyone in your team and the organization as a whole.

We discovered that there are many great examples of Safety Leadership already happening in our organization. However, we also found that we do not always implement these practices consistently. We need to get better at talking to our people, recognizing the great work they do, and making the time to discuss their safety behaviors and attitudes.

Safety Leadership is not an optional extra. To achieve it, you’ll need to Focus on Five key things – Communication, Clear Direction, Recognition, Learning and Development and Employee Welfare.

1. **COMMUNICATION**

   **WHAT WE EXPECT FROM YOU**

   Hold regular face to face talks with your team; focus people on safety and involve them in the discussion. Allow them to contribute their suggestions, ideas and feedback.

2. **RECOGNITION**

   **WHAT WE EXPECT FROM YOU**

   Recognise and celebrate when team members have performed well, both informally and through effective use of our various reward channels.

   Regular, positive recognition encourages employees to perform to a higher standard, and shows that management is engaged in safety performance.

3. **EMPLOYEE WELFARE**

   **WHAT WE EXPECT FROM YOU**

   Take the time to get to know your staff – what messages will resonate with them (and what won’t). Encourage health and safety awareness not just in the work place, but everywhere.

4. **LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT**

   **WHAT WE EXPECT FROM YOU**

   Ensure that all employees are given the opportunity to learn, whether it’s a training course or buddy ing with a more experienced colleague.

   ‘Always buddy your new recruits with an experienced team member.’

5. **CLEAR DIRECTION**

   **WHAT WE EXPECT FROM YOU**

   Ensure that your team knows and understands our Sarens SHEQ policies and rules.

   Ensure your team follows any client guidelines and participate in the hazard reporting system already in place.

   Encourage your team to speak up if they are in doubt about how to carry out their required tasks.

**LEAD BY EXAMPLE**

Very clear: “If you don’t follow policy, no-one will.”

Conduct regular walks through all departments and ensure procedures are being followed.

This can provide a good opportunity for you to check that employees are informed, knowledgeable and understand their responsibilities – ask them to walk you through tasks.

Wael Raouf CM - Sarens Egypt on a “Managing by walking around” on the project West Nile Delta.
Workplace inspections (WPI) are a basic necessity of our SHEQ Management system. These inspections need be done by everybody within our company. Management Team members are encouraged to give the good example to do on a regularly basis work place inspections.

The best way to do our WPI is to involve our directly responsible department manager(s), so when situations for improvements rise up, they can take immediately action(s) on it.

WPIs serve the purpose of identifying any hazards in our region or business unit. After hazards are identified, they need to be corrected before work proceeds or continues.

WPI done by our CEO during his visit in February 2018 in Sarens Nigeria Buildwell.
INTERNAL AUDITS (KPI)

Generally, a SHEQ audit is a structured process whereby information is collected relating to the efficiency, effectiveness, and reliability of the total Safety, Health, Environment and Quality management system of a company. SHEQ audits are conducted in compliance with legislation, and are used as a guide for designing plans for corrective actions within SHEQ program.

A SHEQ audit examines and determines whether Sarens daily activities and processes conform to our planned safety, health, environment and quality arrangements as well as government laws. An audit further identifies whether or not the planned arrangements are implemented effectively, and are suitable to achieve our company’s SHEQ policy objectives.

SHEQ audits assist in identifying failures within a system, process, or program and the information gathered helps to determine the best course of corrective action.

SHEQ audits are beneficial because they:
- Promote constant review of our systems to ensure that they do not become weakened by habit.
- Facilitate planned improvements to programs, policies, and procedures.
- Help to identify weaknesses in human resources departments.
- Help to demonstrate management’s dedication to employee safety, health, environment and quality.

SHEQ audits are used to ensure that:
- Sarens SMS has a sound structure and adequate staffing levels;
- Approved procedures and instructions are complied with (HR, Sales, Fleet, Operations, SHEQ);
- The required level of personnel competency and training to operate equipment and facilities, and to maintain their levels of performance, is achieved;
- Equipment performance is adequate for the safety levels of the service provided;
- Effective arrangements exist for promoting safety, monitoring safety performance and processing safety issues;
- Adequate arrangements exist to handle foreseeable emergencies.

Listening to the crane operator if he understood and uses the best practices is key in an audit process - (internal audit – Mexico on the Toluca project).
INTERNAL AUDITS (KPI)

Within Sarens we have a 3 internal audit level system build up:

**Level 1: Internal audits**

Organized by the local SHEQ Manager.  
Objective is to audit, once a year the specific processes within the main departments.

**Level 2: Cross audits**

Organized by the regional SHEQ Manager in cooperation with the local SHEQ Managers of the region.  
Objective is based on a questionnaire to audit the 5 main departments (HR, Sales, Fleet, Operations and SHEQ) in a cross way within the different BUs of the region, once a year.

**Level 3: Group SHEQ Audits**

Organized by the Group SHEQ Director.  
Objective is to audit the BU against the two ISO standards: 9001 (Quality) 14001 (Environment) and the OHSAS 18001 (Health & Safety).  
Target is to integrate all our BUs into our one integrated Group Certification by the end of 2019.

New style of auditing in compliance with the new ISO Standards.

Sarens stepped away from the old style of auditing, which was purely based on controlling our documents and processes.  
Now auditing is more focused on the effective implementation of our management system.  
Do we really practice what we say in our procedures and instructions?  
If not, it is better to review these procedures and instructions so they will correspond with what we do in daily practice.  
Central is real commitment of the management team during the audit. It gives them in a few days an almost complete overview of how their organization is working in the ‘real world’.

Audit USA  
Check of hazardous products
The monthly management meetings are an essential part of our organization. Management meetings are valuable for recognizing and celebrating achievements and keeping our teams informed of important company and departmental information. The purpose of the monthly management meetings is to review our current progress against our ideal performance. These meetings are typically about parts of the strategy.
REDUCTION OF GENERAL WASTE (KPI)

We installed a new system in Xerox. We can access the device only with an individual card. As a result we use less paper and protect the company knowledge and confidential information against unauthorised access. Xerox will not print without authorisation.

Segregation of waste in our offices (headquarters).

Waste sorting- Sarens South Africa
REDUCTION OF ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION (KPI)

Reduction of electricity consumption by:

• Using LED-light instead of conventional lighting: LED-lights use up to 90% less power than traditional bulbs.

• Taking advantages of natural sunlight: Replacing some parts of the upper walls of the workshop by glass to make the sunlight enter the workshop, thus there is no need for artificial light.
End 2016, Sarens ended up with separate management system certificates across their multiple sites due to business demands, site readiness, process variations, or company mergers. Individual certificates were the best solution at that time, but to qualify, Sarens considered merging their multiple certificates into a single scope of certification.

Our activities across the multiple sites are carried out in a similar manner, under the organization’s authority and control and Sarens qualified for a single multi-site certificate with these benefits:

- Single audit of shared services
- Sampling plan for remote sites
- Reduced audit visits and costs
- More uniform system over time

Since 2017, Sarens started to include all Business Units in one Group Certification. After including the Business Units of Western Europe that year, we are glad to announce that in 2018, Sarens in India, Mexico, Vietnam, and Poland also successfully joined.
Group standardization in work wear and PPE

There is nothing that speaks more highly of our brand than our very own clothing line and our PPE.

The work wear and PPE are implemented in line with the latest international standards.

Using the standards in our gear manual, each Business Unit has the possibility to look for local suppliers in cooperation with procurement.

The manual contains following information:

- our logo and the colour codes.
- our quality and standards including hyperlinks to the technical data sheets.
- an explanation of the standards of each item including icons and hyperlinks to the EC certificates.
- hyperlinks to the user manuals of each article.
- pictures of clothes and PPE.
WELL BEING AT WORK

We challenged our employees in HQ in the summer of 2018 to come to work by bike as frequently as possible and to participate in the first bike challenge.

We reminded everybody that riding our bike has a lot of advantages:

1. It’s good for your health
2. It’s good for the environment
3. You don’t have traffic jams
4. It’s good for your physical condition
5. It is relaxing
6. and so much more

At the last day of the challenge we offered all employees who came by bike that day a healthy breakfast.
HIGHLIGHTS 2018

World Safety Day was celebrated in Sarens Buildwell Nigeria with Wellness, fitness exercise and Aerobics Competency

Christmas Party at Sarens Brasil
HIGHLIGHTS 2018

Sarens India contribution to the environment on the Environmental Day celebration at the yard in Chennai.

Participating at the Hercules Trophy with a team of HQ in Belgium.
Drip trays used for chemical substances to prevent leaks and environmental contamination.

Drip trays on the yard in Sochaczew - Poland
Sarens is committed to the environment and the compliance of the local environmental legislation which is why a sewage water treatment plant was acquired to reduce the impact to the environment.
HIGHLIGHTS 2018

Site instruction cards for specific projects (Oil, Gas, ...) used in Sarens Belgium.
Informing our people about new SHEQ initiatives is part of our communication strategy to bring more SHEQ awareness to all our employees.
Wheel nut indicators are a cost effective and safe way to monitor wheel nut tightness.

- Reduces the risk of wheel detachment accidents, which protects the public and helps prevent property and load damage.
- Vehicle wheel safety checks are made simple by making them visual.
- Quickly identifies a hot wheel condition, possibly caused by bearing failure or brake drag.
- Assists in fleet maintenance and safety.
- Decreased equipment down time and operational costs.
- Demonstrates a fleet operator's commitment towards vehicle safety.
Lessons Learned - Action Taking System

Safety Alert: 2019/05
Country: France
TITLE: Road Accident – AC100

WHAT HAPPENED:
The crane driver was driving a Demag AC100 on a departmental road. Access to this road for 1st category convoy is in line with the legal regulation. At the location of the accident, the road makes a 90-degree turn to the left. The total length is around 100m and slope percentage 5%. At the edge of the 45-degree turn, the crane operator drove too close to the side of the road, damaged the wooden fence and lost control of his vehicle. He was unable to turn the wheel and the crane swung into the ditch on the side of the road, making a rollover before coming to a stop. The road was not wet; the weather conditions were good.

HOW DID THIS ACCIDENT OCCUR?
The crane operator lost control of his crane. At a turn to the left the crane tilted and rolled off road and off the slope near the road.

An inspection was ordered to ensure proper functioning of the crane. They determined that the running gear, the tires and the axles do not present any defects or anomalies that could have caused an accident.

The most likely cause (expert report) is the following:
• inappropriate speed of the crane prior to the curve while driving downhill

PICTURES:

WHAT ACTION TO BE TAKEN TO AVOID SUCH ACCIDENT:
• Be careful when driving and anticipate any turns or dangerous situations on the road.
• Respect the speed limits, especially those specific to the machine.
• Make sure you know how to use the braking-system of your crane correctly (read the instruction manual).
• Never use your phone or be busy with papers while driving.

You are responsible for your safety, respect the rules and show a safety behaviour in all circumstances!
SHEQ INVOLVEMENT OF MANAGEMENT TEAMS

- Safety walk-around with Egyptian Sarens management on the yard
- Closing meeting after internal Group SHEQ audit with involvement of Sarens Iraq management
- Closing meeting with management of Sarens Vietnam after external audit
“ONE IS NOT EXPOSED TO DANGER WHO, EVEN WHEN IN SAFETY IS ALWAYS ON THEIR GUARD.”
– PUBLILIUS SYRUS, 85 BC - 43 BC.
Looking forward to 2019 there will be many challenges ahead:

- All BUs integrated in the Group certification
- SHEQ introduction e-learning course for our employees
- Safety Instruction Manual
- Reviewed integrated SHEQ manual in compliance with new ISO standards for 9001 and 14001 and ISO 45001
- Renewed safety stickers for equipment
- Crane Operator minimum maintenance handbook
- Implementation of Improvement Sarens Application (ISA) system